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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an artin algebra and TA a finitely generated module with 
B = End( TA). The module TA is called a tilting module [6] if it has the 
following three properties: 
(Tl) Ext’(T,, T,)=O; 
(T2) there is a short exact sequence 0 --f A, --) To --f T, -+ 0 with 
To, T1 E add( TA); 
(T3) proj. dim( TA) d 1. 
For a tilting module TA, by introducing torsion resolutions of modules, 
Tachikawa and the author [9] have proved that the trivial extension 
algebras T(A) and T(B) are always stably equivalent in the sense of 
Auslander and Reiten [l]. In fact, an equivalent functor from &-T(A) 
to &-T(B) has been constructed by making use of torsion resolutions. 
In the present paper, extracting some essential properties of torsion 
resolutions, we shall generalize the notion of tilting modules and define a 
stably equivalent functor similarly to the case of tilting modules, in the first 
section. 
For a module X,, we shall call an exact sequence 
O---s X- Too-, T,-% T++ . . . 
a T,-coresolution of X, provided Tk E add( TA) and Exti(Kerf,+ 1, T) = 0 
for all integers k > 0. This notion is a natural generalization of usual injec- 
tive resolutions, because it is just an injective resolution if TA is an injective 
cogenerator of the category mod-A. 
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We call a module T, a generalized tilting 
two properties: 
(GTE) Ext’(T,, T,)=Q for all integers i> 1; 
(GT2) there is a T,-coresolution of the regular module A,. 
In the previous paper [ll], it was prove 
generahzed tilting module if and only if so 
further, in this case, the equality proj. dim(, 
both ensions are finite. 
Y. ryashita [7] also gave such a genera 
~~de~ende~tly. Wecalled a module TA a til 
dimension in case it is a generalized tilting 
(BT) and proj. dim(T,) are finite. 
such modules in the study of the derived category 
re, we would like to mention that there are many generalized tiltrng 
m ules with infinite projective and injective ,d~rne~sio~. 
In the second section, we shall study the basic ties of generalized 
ting modules first and then apply the result o evious section to 
ose modules and have a stable equivalence for a ass of ~e~e~~l~z~~ 
tilting modules including tilting modules of finite projective or inject&e 
imension. It is interesting that the stable equi n by an injective 
cogenerator is just the suspension fun&or of r&over, it will be 
proved that a generalized tilting module arises quite naturally from a 
equivalent functor between module categories of trivial extension alg 
In the final section, some examples of generalized tilting modules 
given. In order to give those examples, we shall need a rotation to 
the structure of modules. We shall make use of the notation give 
paper [!I]~ 
roughout this paper, all rings will be artin algebras over a fixe 
ive artin ring and all modules finitely generat ver those algebras. 
homomorphisms will operate from the o e of the scalar. The 
uality functor will be always deno 
1. CONSTRUCTION OF A STABLY EQUIVALENT 
Let us denote by T(A) the trivial extension A K DA of an artin algebra 
A by the minimal injective cogenerator DA (see [4] for details). A rig 
T(A)-module is defined by giving its u 
structure map fx: XOA DA -+X, such 
the structure map has the adjoint 
property Hom(DA, f,) .fx = 0. We call the adjoint map fx also the struc- 
ture map of the same module. It is well known that the mapfX is the same 
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as the composition Hom(DA, fx) . Y$: X + Hom,(DA, X@ aDA) -+ 
Hom,(DA, X) and, conversely, the map fx is equal to siA .J;,@DA: 
X@ .DA + Hom,(DA, X) 0 ,$A -+ X, where the transformations ylDA and 
aDA are the unit and counit of the adjunction (( - 0 JIA), Hom,(DA, - )>. 
Let BTA be a bimodule over artin algebras B and A. We denote by ylT 
and sT the unit and the counit of the adjunction {( - @ BT), 
Hom,( T, - ) > : mod-B -+ mod-A. 
For an A-module X, , we define a T(B)-module L(X) = Hom,( T, X) @ 
X0 .DT with the structure map EC@ DT: Hom,(T, X) @ BDB --t X0 .DT 
whenever there is an isomorphism BDBB 3 gT@ .DT,. Note that there 
are isomorphisms .DB, S$ gT@ ,DTs and ADAA 5 ADT@.TA for a 
faithfully balanced bimodule BTA. Further, for a T(A)-module X= 
(X,, fx: X0 .DA +X), we define a T(B)-module X0 DT= (X0 ADTB, 
-&@DTzX@~DT@.DB-,X@~DA@,DT+X@~DT). 
It is easy to prove the following 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume that the bimodule BTA is faithfully balanced, 
X= (XA, fx: X@ADA -+X) is a T(A)-module, YA an A-module, and 
u: X+ Y an A-homomorphism. Then, the map 
I(u) = HomE +~x~;~DT 
u@DT > : X@DT+L(Y) 
is a T(B)-homomorphism. 
Let V be a class of modules. A module X, is called V-projective (resp. 
V-injective) if Ext:(X, V) = 0 (resp. Ext:( V, X) = 0) for all modules VA in 
V. The class of all V-projective (resp. V-injective) modules is denoted by 
P(V) (resp. I(V)). 
For a pair of classes of modules’ (V, W), a short exact sequence 
0 --f X, -+ V, + WA -+ 0 with VE V, WE W is called a kernel expression of 
X, with respect o (V, W). Dually, a short exact sequence 0 -+ VA --f WA + 
X, -+ 0 with VE V, WE W is called a cokernel expression of X, with 
respect to (V, W). 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume that the bimodule BTA is faithfully balanced and 
there are classes of modules V 2 add( TA) and W 5 P(V) with the following 
property: 
For any module X, , there is a kernel expression 0 -+ X, + V, -+ 
Wx-+ 0 with respect to (V, W). Further, in the case where X, 
belongs to the class W, there is a kernel expression of X, with 
Vx E add( TA). (*I 
Then, there is a functor S,from mod-T(A) to the stable category &-T(B). 
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Proof Let X=(X,,f,:X@.DA-+X), Y=(Y,,f,: YG3,JIA-r Y) be 
T(A )-modules and h: X -+ Y a T(A)-homomorphism. y the assumption 
Exta( Wx, Vx) = 0, there are A-homomorphisms h, and h, in such a way 
that the following diagram is commutative: 
It is noi bard to see that the B-homomorphisms h@ 
Y@DTand L(h.)= [HombT,hv) ,,:,,I: L(V,)-+L(V,) ar 
homomorphisms and make the following diagram commutative: 
Kux) XQDT - L,I Vx) 
h@DT 
i i 
L(hv) 
YQDT (0 -uVY). 
Note that the morphisms l(u,) and l(uy) are injective since the 
isomorphism Exti(T, W,) 5 D Torf(W,, DT) holds and the module T, 
belongs to the class V. 
Then by taking the cokernels of the morphisms l(u,) and Iju,), we have 
T(B)-modules S,(X) = Cok l(u,) and S,(Y) =Cok l(uy) and a T( 
homomorphism S,(h): S,(X) + S,(Y) by the c~mm~tat~vity of 
iagram. 
I[n this situation, if the map h is zero, the morphism h, factors t 
the cokernel of ux and written as the composition hv .cok ux. Further, the 
morphism h, has an extension g through uWx as 
cok ux 
v,---+ w 
3 
uw, v,. 
enote by k the composition uWx. co 
written as the composition L(g) . L(k). 
see that the composition L(k). l(ux) is zero. 
through the cokernel of the morphism I(u,) an 
homomorphism from S,(X) to L(V,) and S,(h) coincides with the com- 
position 
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Since VwxE add(T,), the module L( V,) 4 Hom,( T, VW,) 0 .T(B) is a 
projective T(B)-module. 
From here, we know that the morphism S,(h) in the stable category 
&-T(B) is determined independently on the choice of the extended 
morphism h, of h. Taking this property of the correspondence S, into con- 
sideration, we know that the object S,(X) in the stable category &-T(B) 
is also determined independently on the morphism uX and further S, is a 
liner functor from mod-T(A) to &-T(B). 
Lemma 1.3. Under the same assumption of the above lemma, we suppose 
one more assumption that all projective A-modules are the members of the 
class W, i.e., add(A,) s W. Then the above functor induces a stable finctor 
S,: &-T(A) -+&-T(B). 
Proof The only thing we have to do is to check that the T(B)-module 
ST(P @ .T(A)) is projective for any projective A-module P,. Note that the 
class V includes all injective modules by the property (*) in Lemma 1.2. 
Therefore, we may assume V,, TCA) = V,@ PO .DA. Using this kernel 
expression of the module PO .T(A), it is easy to check that 
S,(POAT(A)) is isomorphic to Hom,(T, Vp)OBT(B) and, since 
I’, E add( TA), this is a T(B)-projective module. 
For a bimodule BTA and full subcategories V, W 5 mod-A and 
V*, W* ~mod-B which are closed under taking direct sums and sum- 
mands, we make the following 
HYPOTHESIS 1.4. (Hl) BTA is faithfuhy balanced, i.e., B = End( TA) and 
End( sT) = A. 
(H2) The functors Hom,(T, ?) and (? 0 BT) induce an equivalence 
V 5 W*, and similarly, (? 0 .DT) and Hom,(DT, ?) induce an equivalence 
W%Vv*. 
(H3) add( TA) s V n W, W 2 P(V), and, similarly, add(DT,) s 
V* n WY, V* 5 I(W*). 
(H4) W is closed under taking kernels of epimorphisms from projective 
modules and V* is closed under taking cokernels of monomorphisms into 
injective modules. 
(H5) For any module X,, there is a kernel expression of X, with 
respect o (V, W), further, tf XE W there is a kernel expression of X whose 
middle term belongs to the class add(T, ). Similarly, for any module Y,, 
there is a cokernel expression of Y, with respect to (V*, W*) and there is 
a cokernel expression of Y with the middle term in add(DT,) for YE V*. 
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/I simple example of a situation in the hypothesis is given by ~o~sideri~~ 
the module .DA,. Put T= *DA., V = add( 
= V* = mod-A. Then, in this case, an inje 
a kernel expression with respect to (V, 
projective module is a cokernel expression 
Now, modifying the proof of the main theorem of the paper [“>I, we 
have the following 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume Hypothesis 1.4. Then there is a stably ~~~~~~~~~t 
functor ST: EJIOCJT(A) Z$ &-T(B). 
rooJ First, we note that add(A,)& 
), and (H3). Similarly, it is pr 
) &V*. Therefore, there exists a stable functor 8,; 
) by the above lemma. Further, there is a s 
SF: T(B)-& --f T(A)-& by symmetry of the argument in the lemma. 
) and T(B) are symmetric, the duality functo 
tor between corresponding stable categories. 
e induced duality fun&or. Let us define a st 
fun&or QT: &-T(B) -+&-T(A) as the composition D SF. D. 
In order to calculate the functor QT practically, it is 
describe the definition more explicitly. Here, we give such a 
the functor Q,. For a B-module M, and a 
B, g,: N -+ Hom.(DB, N)), with the structure 
-+ Hom,(DT, Hom,( TO J)) 5 
om(DT, -g,): Hom,(DT, M) -+ 
om,(DA, Hom,( DT, N)), we have the 
om,(DT, M) 0 MO BT and Hom(DT, N).(,, = Horn, 
tively. For a cokernel expression of N, with respect 
the morphism m(pN) = Wom(DT, ~~1, J&,,~,,,,~ I C -gjv 0 Tl .pN 0 0: 
(N) -+ Hom(DT, N) is a T(A)-homomorphism an the T( A )-module 
T(N) is defined as the kernel of the morphism (pN). The corre- 
spondence Qr becomes a functor from &-T(B) to &-T(A) in the same 
way as the functor S,. 
Now, we seek a (V*, W*)-cokernel expression of the -module S,(X), in 
order to get the module Q$?,(X). Here, we sup 
2’0 .DA -ir X) is a T(A)-module and 0 -+ X -+Ux YX 
kernel expression of X, . 
Let P( V,) _tq V, -+ 0 be the projective c er of the A-module V, and 
define an A-module S by the following co 
481j134.2.4 
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- o- XLP(V,)- w,---+o 
q 
1 1 
4 
II 
o---+x- v, 
UX 
- w,- 0. 
Then, by the assumption, the isomorphism Tor;‘( W,, DT) 5 
D Exti( Wx, T) = 0 holds and we have the following commutative diagram 
with exact rows: 
o-----b XQ~DT uxO P(Vx)@ADT---+ W,@ .DT- 0 
q@DT 
1 1 
q@DT 
II 
O- XQ.DT v V,@ .DT - WxaADT- 0. 
Applying the snake lemma to the diagram, we get the isomorphism 
Ker q@ DT 5 Ker q @ DT. Note that the module 8 is a member of the 
class W by (H4). Consider the diagram of B-modules, 
o---+ XODT r(ux) Hom,( T, V,) @ P( V,) 0 .DT 
4@DT 
1 1 
4’ 
O- X@DT 
[(ux) ’ UX), 
where the morphisms qu,) and q’ are given by 
it+,)= Hom(T, -u,.fx).qiBDT.qOD 
u,@DT 
Hom(T, V.Y) 0 
0 q@Di. 1 
It is checked that the morphisms in the diagram are B-homomorphisms 
and they make the diagram commutative. Since the isomorphisms 
Kerq@DTS Kerq@DTS$ Kerq’ hold, applying the snake lemma 
again, we have Cok t(ux) L$ Cok Z(U,)= S,(X). So, we get a (V*, W*)- 
cokernel expression 
o-+8- bx) Hom,(T, Vx)@P(Vx)@ADT~ S,(X)---+ 0, (w.) 
since 80 .DTE V*, Hom,(T, V,) E W* by (H4) and P( V,) @ .DTE W* 
by (H3). 
Now, we are in the position to calculate the module Q$?,(X) practi- 
cally, by using the sequence (**). 
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enote by s= (sl, SJ the morphism cok l(u,) from E(X) to ST(X). 
Then, from the commutativity of the diagram 
L(X) 0 BDB = S,(X)Q) 
0 0 g 
&@DT 0 1 i i 
u-u ---y-+ SAXi> 
where the morphisms g and 
L 
0 0 
- &T,@DT 0 
are the structure maps of the corresponding T(B)-modules, the relations 
g . s2 Q DB = 0, g . s1 Q DB = s2. &Tyx@ DT follow. Furthermore, by con- 
sidering the diagram 
Hom,(T, Vx)OP(Vx)O.DT~ 
we have Y~=s, and r,=s,.q@DT. 
y the definition of the functor QT, the kernel of the morphism m(f) is 
module QTS,(X). A routine calculation shows that the morphism m(r) 
from the direct sum of Hom,(DT, Hom,(T, Vx)), 
.DTj, Hom,(T, V,) 0 BT, and P( V,) 0 ,DTO gT IQ 
has the morphisms Hom(DT, rl), Hom(DT, v,), E;,,(~ 
yi @ T and E$,,,(~~ srCx)) (-g @ T) r2 @ T as its components, where g is 
the adjoint of the morphism g defined above. 
Wow an easy calculation shows that the equality 
DT 
~s,(p,sT=&~om(DT,ST(X)&IT~DT).~~~X!QT 
holds, then, by using the naturality of sT and pi”“, we 
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and 
Here we note that the equalities g.r,@ T@DT=O, g .r,@ TQ DT= 
g-s, @ TO DT= s2 .E~~Q DT hold. Therefore, the component of the 
morphism m(r) from Hom,(T, V,) @ BT 0 P( Yx) @ .DT @ BT to 
HomBW’, S,(X)) is WomW’, -s2 .&&QDT) -vi&T, vx)o T, 0). 
We want to show that the kernel of m(r) is isomorphic to the direct sum 
of X7-(/4, itself and the projective T(A)-module P( V,) 0 AT(A),,, = 
P( vx) 0 P( Vx) 0 ,$A. 
Let us denote by R(X) the direct sum of the modules Hom,(DT, 
HomAT, vx)), Hom,(DT, f’( vx) 0 .DT), Hom,(T, V,)@ *T, and 
P( Vx) @ aDT@ BT. R(X) is a T(A)-module and the map m(r) is a T(A)- 
homomorphism. We consider the morphisms 
and 
: P( Vx) Q .DA -+ R(X). 
It is not hard to see that those morphisms are T(A)-homomorphisms and 
the direct sum X@P( I’,) @ .T(A) is mapped injectively into R(X). 
Further, the equalities Hom(DT, sl) .Hom(DT@ T, ux .fx). qDxrO’= 
Hom(DT, s~.E~~~DT).~~~~~~,~~)~~.(E~~)-‘.u~ and Hom(DT, r,)-~$&) 
=H~~(DT,~,.E~~,ODT).~~,T,(,,,,,...(E~~)-~.~, which are checked 
easily, show the inclusion X@ P( V,) @ .T(A) s Kerm(r). 
So, as the final step, we have to prove the equality 
IKer m(r)1 = I4 + lP( vx) 0 .T(A)I, 
where I*) denotes the composition length of a module *. 
Since the morphism m(r) is surjective, it holds IKerm(r)l = /R(X)/ - 
IHom,(DT, WXNl = IHomADA, UI + IWA + Ibl + 
IP( Vx) 0 .DAl - JHom,(DT, S,(X))/. Therefore, we have 
IKer m(r) - PC vx) 0 .T(A)I 
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plying the functor Hom,(DT, ?) to the sequence 
8-+WQ.DT-tHom,(T, V,)OP(V,)@. 
ave the exact sequence 
0 -+ 8- Hom,(DA, V,) 0 P( Vx) om,(DT, S,(X)) 4 0, 
where we used the fact that Z, P(V,) E and Exti(DT, 80 aDT) = 
ence, we obtain the equality 
e other hand, by the definition of the module $ it ho1 
/P(V,)j = lXl- I.%?1 and, therefore, we get jKer m(r)1 - IP(Vx)@ .T(A)I = 
1x1 as desired. 
So we have finished the proof of the iso hism 
X0 a( V,) @ AT(A) as T(A)-modules. It is not difficult to prove that this 
isomorphism is in fact natural on X. This means that the c~rn~~s~tio~ 
Q,S, is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor ImodFTCAj. ~~rn~~ar~~, 
the isomorphism S&, 4 lmod.TCBj will be proved. 
This completes the proof ofthe theorem. 
2. GENERALIZED TxLTmci 
n the paper [ 111, the author has generalized the notion of tiltin 
modules of Happel-Ringel [6] and studied bimodules possessing th 
properties (GTl) and (GT2) in the Introduction. In this section, we recall 
tirst some results from Cl 1 ] and continue st ing such modules. e call 
such modules generalized tilting modules as tioned before. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 [Ill, Proposition 51. A biodule BTA is a ~e~e~a~~zed 
tidting module if and only if it has the properties = End(T,), End(,T) = As 
and Ext’(,T, BT) = 0 = Ext’(T,, TA) for al2 inte 
y the above proposition, we know that the dual bimod~~e J3T, of a 
generalized tilting module BTA is again a g eralized tilting module, 
For a given bimodule BTa, we have a ir of co~travariant functors 
om(?, BTA): mod-A 2 B-mod and cane 1 natural transfor 
1 mod-A + Hom(Hom(?, BTA), BTA) and I,- 
We denote both of those natural transformations 
For a generalized tilting module BTA, we will de 
consisting of all A-modules with T,-coresolutions by cog*(TA). ~irni~~r~~~ 
the category cog*(,T) is defined. 
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As the dual of the notion of T,-coresolutions of modules, we here intro- 
duce T,-resolutions of modules. For a module X,, we call an exact 
sequence 
a T,-resolution of X, provided Tk E add(T,) and Exti( T, Kerf,+ r) = 0 
for all integers k>O. This is just a projective resolution of X, in case TA 
is a projective generator in the category mod-A. We denote by gen*(T,) 
the full subcategory consisting of all A-modules with T,-resolutions. 
We note that, for a generalized tilting module BTA, the full subcategory 
cog*(T,) of mod-A corresponds to the full subcategory gen*(,DT) of 
A-mod under the duality functor D: mod-A 2 A-mod. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. [ll, Propositions 1 and 31. Let BTA be a generalized 
tilting module. Then, the contravariant functors Hom(?, .T,): mod-A t’ 
B-mod induce the dualities ni, 1 Ker Ext’(?, TA) n Fix(n’) +-+ cog*(,T) and 
cog*(T,) ++ nj, 1 Ker Ext’(?, B T) n Fix(rcT). Further, those duality functors 
induce one to one correspondences between A.-resolutions of the modules 
in the category ni, I Ker Ext’(?, TA) n Fix(7cr) and B T-coresolutions 
of the modules in the category cog*(,T) and between T,-coresolutions 
of the modules in cog*(TA) and .B-resolutions of the modules in 
ni, 1 Ker Ext”(?, BT) n Fix(6). 
In order to reformulate the above proposition in term of covariant 
functors, we need the following 
LEMMA 2.3. For a bimodule BTA, there exist natural isomorphisms 
(? @ .DT,) 5 D Hom(?, BTA) and Hom(,DT,, ?) 5 Hom(D(?), BTA). 
Proof Routine verifications. 
Now, it is easy to see that, under the duality functor D, the 
categories gen*(T,) and Fix(sT) n ni,, Ker Ext’(T,, ?) in the category 
mod-A correspond to the categories cog*(,DT) and Fix(qDT) n 
ni, I Ker Ext’(?, aDT) in the category A-mod, respectively. Similarly, the 
categories gen*(DT,) and Fix(.sDT) n fiiz, 1 Ker Ext’(DT,, ?) in the 
category mod-B correspond to the categories cog*(,T) and Fix(nr) A 
ni, 1 Ker Ext’(?, J) in the category B-mod. We also note that Fix(n’) = 
Fix(qDT) holds in the categories mod-A and mod-B. 
By making use of the above remarks, we obtain the covariant version of 
Proposition 2.2 as the following 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. Then, the 
functors Hom(,T,, ?): mod-A -+ mod-B and (? 0 BTA): mod-B -+ mod-A 
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induce equivalences gen*(T,) 5 Fix(yT) n ni, 1 Ker Ext’(?, DTB) arzd 
Fix(sr) n niB l Ker Ext’(T,, ?) 5 cog*(DT,). Sj~i~arly~ the fh~tors 
(?@ J3TB): mod-A -+ mod-l? and Hom(,DT,, ?): mod-B -+ mod-A induce 
equivalences cog*(T,) Z$ Fix(EDT) n ni, 1 Ker Ext’(DTB, ?) and F~x($‘~) 
n ni, i Ker Ext’(?, TA) 5 gen*(DT,). 
For a generalized tilting module sTA, le4 (TA)=gen*(TA)n 
fii,, Ker Ext’(T,, ?) and D(T,) = cog*(T,) r? nj,, Ker Ext’(?, TA)” 
Then, from the above proposition, we have immed~ate~y 
OPOSITIBN 2.5. For a generaked tilting modtde BTA, the nctors 
(,a,, ?) and (?Q BTA) induce an equivalence C(T,) 4 DTBj. 
Similarly, the finctors Hom(,DT,, . 7) and (?@ AOTB) induce an egzni- 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module and the 
sequence 0 -+ ;9;‘A +” YA 4 p Z, -+ 0 be exact. Then, ir holds that: 
(11 X ZEC(T,A* Y~c(Tah 
(2) X YEC(T~)*ZEC(T~), 
(3) Y, ZEC(T~) and Hom(T, p) is surjective=>XEC(T,), 
(I)* A’, ZED(T~)* Y6D(T,), 
(2)” Y, ZED(T~)+XED(T,& 
(3)* X, YeD(T,) and Hom(u, T) is surjecfive s ZE 
ProoJ The assertions (l)*-(3)* are the dual of (I)-(3). So we prove 
only ( I)-(3 ). 
Proof of (1). We have two exact sequences I3 + X, + T0 -+ X+ 
8 --f Z, -+ T, -+ Z -+ 0 such that T,, T, E add( TA) and X, ~ Z, E C( T, )~ Since 
Ext’(T, , X) = 0 by our assumption, the morphism T, -+ Z lifts through the 
epimorphism p and we have the following commutative diagram with exact 
TOWS: 
O-T,----+ To@ T, - Tl - 
o----+x- Y- u P 
Put Y, = Ker( T, @ T, -+ Y). Then, by snake lemma, we get an exact 
sequence 0 -+ X, --f Y, -+ Z1 + 0. other hand, the c%ass 
0 i a 1 Mer Ext’( T, , ?) is closed under ex . Therefore, Ext’(T, I’,) = 0 
follows from X,, Z, e C( T, ). Conti is process, we get a 
T,-resolution of Y, . 
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Proof of (2). Let the sequence 0 + Y, + T, + Y -+ 0 be exact with 
To E add( TA), Y, E C( TA). Put 2, = Ker( T,, -+ Y _tp 2). Then, again by the 
snake lemma, we have an exact sequence 0 + Y1 + 2, -+ X--f 0. By (l), 
2, E C( TA) follows and, continuing this process, we obtain a T,-resolution 
of 2,. It is easy to see ZE ni,, Ker Ext’(T,, ?). 
Proof of (3). By the assumption, we have an exact sequence 
0 + Hom,( T, X) --f Hom,( T, Y) -+ Hom,( T, Z) -+ 0 of B-modules. Since 
Y, ZE C(T,), the B-modules Hom,(T, Y), and Hom,(T, Z), belong to 
the class D(DT,) by Proposition 2.5. Therefore., by (2)*, it follows 
Hom,( T, X), E D(DT,). Now consider the commutative diagram 
O-tHom,(T,X)O.T-tHom,(T, Y)OBT+Homa(T,Z)@,T-+O 
4 
I 
4 
I 
4 
I 
O-----+X +Y rz-0, 
in which the upper row is exact and the morphisms EC and E; are 
isomorphisms by Proposition 2.5. Hence we have C(T,) 3 Hom,( T, X) @ 
.T% X by the five lemma. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. Then, 
for modules X, Y E D(T,), there are isomorphisms Ext:(X, Y) r 
Extk,(Hom,( Y, T), Hom,(X, T)) for all integers k 3 0. 
Prooj Let 0 -+ Y + To + T, -+ . . . be a T,-coresolution of Y, and put 
Y, = Ker( Tk --) Tk+ i) for k 2 0. From the exact sequence 0 + Y, --, Tk -+ 
Y k+ I -+ 0, applying the functor Hom,(X, ?), we have the exact sequences 
0 + Hom,(X, Yk) + Hom,(X, T,) + Hom,(X, Y,, 1) -+ Exti(X, Yk) -+ 0 
and isomorphisms 
Ext;(X, Y,, i) r Ext;+ ‘(X, Y,) for i> 1. 
Therefore, we get 
Ext:(X, Y,)rExt;(X, Y,-,)r ... rExtk,+i(X, Y,)=Ext;+‘(X, Y). 
From here, we know that the kth homology group of the complex 
Hom,(T, T.) is isomorphic to Ext:(X, Y) for all k B 0. Since the functor 
Hom(?, BTA) gives a duality D(T,) ttD(,T), there is an isomorphism 
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A(X, T.) r Hom,(Hom,(T., T), Hom,(X, 2”)). On th 
homology of the complex Hom,(Hom,(T., T)? 
isomorphic to the group Extk,(Hom,( Y, T), 
exact sequence .. 4 Hom,( T,, T) 4 Hom,( 
a .B-resolution of .Hom,( Y, T). 
e above proposition, by putting X= T and Y= A, we have 
eORQLLARY 2.8. For a generalized tilting module BTA, there are 
~s~mor~~isrn§ AExtk,( T, A) B 5 AExtk,( T, B9B for all integers k 3 
The covariant version of the proposition is given as the fo~~~~~~ng 
CQROLLARY 2.9. For a generalized tilt& rn~du~e BTA, the f~l~Qw~~g 
statements hold: 
(1) For modules X, YE C( TA), there are isorn~r~h~srn§ 
Ext’i, (X, Y) r Extk,(Hom,(T, X9, Hom,( T, Y)) for all integers k 3 0. 
(2) For modules X, YE D( TA), there are ~~ornor~~~srns 
Extk,(X, Y) iii Extk,(X@ .DT, Y@ /,DT) for ail integers k > 0. 
Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. In case there is an exact 
sequenceO+T,+T,,,_,+ .‘. -+ T, -+ To -+ X, + 0, with T, E a 
all k = 0, 1, . . . . n, we call such a sequence a finite T,,-resolution 
easy to see that such sequences are T,-resolutions as defined 
denote by Cf(T,) the class of all A-modules with finite 
Dually, an exact sequence of the form 0 3 X, -+ T, + T + j + 
Tn',., 4 T, 40 with Tk~add(TA) for all k=O, I, . . . . n is calle 
T,lcoresolution of X, and the class of all A-modules 
T,-coresolutions is denoted by D,(T,). Not the class Cf(AA) 
consists all A-modules with finite projective sion and, similarly, 
the class f(DA,) consists of all A-modules wit injective dimension. 
For any A-modules X and Y, we define the number e(X, Y)== 
sup(k 3 0 ( Ext:(X, Y) # 0 $. Obviously, we have the inequality e(l(; Y) < 
m~~~~d(X~), id(Y,)). 
COROLLARY 2.10. For a generalized tilting module BTA, the restrictiorss 
of the equivalences C(T,) %D(DT,) and 
valences Cf( TA) 3 
BrooJ This follows from the fact that there are one to one corre- 
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spondences between T,-resolutions of the modules in C(T,) and 
B,-resolutions of the modules in D(DT,) and between T,-coresolutions of 
the modules in D(T,) and DB,-coresolutions of the modules in C(DT,). 
COROLLARY 2.11. For a generalized tilting module BTA, the following 
statements are true: 
(1) For modules X, YE C( TA), the equality e(X, Y) = e(Hom,( T, X), 
Hom,(T, Y)) holds. 
(2) For modules X, YeD(TA), the equality e(X, Y)=e(X@.DT, 
YQ .DT) = e(Hom,( Y, T), Hom,(X, T)) holds. 
Proof Obvious by Corollary 2.9. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. For a generalized tilting module sTA and modules 
XE Cs( TA) and YE D,( T,), the following hold: 
(1) pd(Hom,(T, X),)=e(X, T) <min{id(B,), id(T,), pd(X,)}. 
(2) id(YOADTB)=e(T, Y)<min{id(.B),pd(T,),id(Y,)}. 
Proof. The statement (2) is the dual of (1). So it is enough to prove (1). 
By the isomorphisms Ext:(X, T) r Extk,(Hom,( T, X), B) which follows 
from Corollary 2.9, we have the inequality e(X, T) < min{pd(X,), id(T,), 
pd(Hom,(T, X),), id(B,)}. Hence it suffices to show the inequality 
pd(Hom,( T, X),) < e(X, T). Assume pd(Hom,(T, X),) = m and let the 
sequence 0 --f P,,, -+ ... --* P, --f P, -+ Hom,(T, X), -+ 0 be the minimal 
B,-resolution. Then we have a finite T,-resolution 0 -+ P,@ BT -+ . . . + 
P, 0 BT --f P,, 0 BT --) Hom,( T, X) 0 BT --) 0 of the module X, r 
HomAT X)0 JA. Putting X, = Cok(P, + 1 @ BT + P, @ BT) for k = 
0, 1, . ..) m - 1 and X,,, = P,Q BT, from the short exact sequences 
o-+x,+, +P,@.T+X,+O, we obtain the exact sequences 0 -+ 
Hom,(X,, T) + Hom,(P, 0 BT, T) + Hom,(X,+ 1, T) -+ Ext>(X,, T) -+ 0 
and the isomorphisms ExtL(X,+ 1, T)rExti+‘(X,, T) for any i> 1. 
Hence, we have the isomorphisms Extj,(X,-,, T)rExty,+‘(X,, T) for any 
i>, 1. Hence, we have the isomorphisms Exti(X,-,, T)rExti(X,-,, T) 
2j . . . z Exty(X,, T) = Extz(X, T). By the minimality of the B,-resolution 
of Hom,( T, X),, the sequence 0 -+ X, + P, _ 1 @ BT -+ X, _ 1 -+ 0 does not 
split and this means Exta(X,_ r, T) # 0 since X, E add( TA). 
PROPOSITION 2.13. For a generalized tilting module BTa, the inclusions 
Cf( TA) 5 I(D( TA)) and D,( TA) G P(C(T,)) hold. 
Proof. We prove the inclusion Cr(TA) E I(D(T,)) only, because the 
other inclusion will be proved dually. Let 0 --+ T, --+ .. . -+ T, -+ T, + 
X, -+ 0 be a finite T,-resolution of the module X, in C,-(T,) and put 
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X,=Cok(T,-, + Tk) for k >, 0. From the sequence 0 + X,, -+ 7‘,, I -+ 
x,,. I --f 0 we have ExtA( Y, X,. ,) = 0 for Y, E D( 7,,) and any i> 1. induc- 
tively, from the scquencc 0 -+ X, , , -+ 7, -+ X, --f 0 with Ext’,( Y, Xk + !) = 0 
for any i 3 1, wt‘ get Extt,( Y, X,) = 0 for any i >/ I. Therefore we have 
XE I(WT,i)). 
Now we put C*( T,,, j = C( 7’,) n I(D( 7,)) and D*( 7‘,,) = D( T‘,< i ,T 
P(C(7.,)). By the above proposition, WC know that C,(T,t)z D*(7,) and 
D,( 7,) C, C*( T,,). We note also that the inclusions add( I,), add(DA ,d) 5 
C*( 7, j and add( T,), add(n,,) c D*(7) hold. Further, by definition. 
C*(7-,)=add(T,)=C(T,)nD*(7‘,). 
PKOPOSITIOS 2.14. Assrrrne BT,l is u getwaiizd tilting ttwtide. Then. riw 
rqui~~tience.s C( T,j) 1 D(flT,) unci D( TA) 2 C(DT,#) induce cyuicaf~m~~.u 
C*( T.,) % D*(D7’,) rind D*( 7,) 1 C*(D7‘,), w.specIicei~y. 
ProoJ Hy the same reason as before, WC prove the first equivalence 
only. 
First we prove that the module Hom,(T, V), belongs to the class 
P(C(DT,)) for any module V’, E C*( T,!). Assume W,,l beiongs ic 
D( 7., ) and 0 + W---f T,,, -+ 7, + ... is a 7’,-coresolution of W,. We 
put W, = Ker(T, + T, ., 1) for k 2 0. By Proposition 2.6, we knoiv 
that W, E D(T,,,) for ail integers li 20. Applying the functor (?@ ,,I,?-) 
to the above ?‘,-corcsolution, we have an injectivc resolution 
0 -+ W@ ,,DT+ T,,@ .DT-+ T, @ ,DT-+ . and, for any k, the scquencc 
O+ W,@,,DT-+ T,@,DT4 Wkr,@,,DT+O is exact. Applying the 
l’unctor Hom,(Hom ,,( T. V). ‘?) to the above short exact sequence, WC have 
the following commutative diagram with exact rows in which the 
morphisms U denote the composition map in the category mod-n: 
where I,= Hom,d(T, V)o and (?, ‘!) is an abbreviation of Hom(?, ?). Then, 
by the snake lemma, we know that ExtL(L, W, @ DT) = 0 and. since 
Ext’,,(L, W@DT)zExt!JL. W, ,ODT)foranyi3I.I,=Hom,~(?‘~ L’),c 
i’(C(DT,)). 
By Proposition 2.5, we know that Hom,(71 LJ’)~E D(i)?‘,) and 
IIom,?(T. V),E D*(D?‘,). Similariy. for any modu!e U,ED*(DT,). It is 
proved C’OH T,, E C*( T,,). 
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PROPOSITION 2.15. For a generalized tilting module BTA with finite injec- 
tive dimension, i.e., id(,T), id( TA) < co, the following hold: 
D(T,) = 0 Ker Ext’(?, TA), C(DT,) = n Ker Ext’(DT,, ?). 
i>l i>l 
ProoJ: Denote by cog”(T,) the module class consisting of all modules 
X, such that there is an exact sequence 0 -+X, + To --+ T, + ... with 
T, E add( TA) for all k30. We prove D(T,)=cog”(T,)= 
nj, I Ker Ext’(?, TA). Since cog*(T,) 5 cog”(T,) holds by the definition 
of those classes, it is enough to prove the inclusions cog”(T,) 5 
nia 1 Ker Ext’(?, TA) and ni, I Ker Ext’(?, TA) 2 cog*( TA). 
Proof of cog”( TA) s ni, 1 Ker Ext’(?, TA). Put X, = Ker( Tk + Tk+ 1) 
for k 2 0. Then, from the short exact sequences 0 -+ X, --f Tk -+ X,, 1 --f 0, 
we have the isomorphisms Ext>(X,, T)zE~~>+‘(X~+~, T) for i>, 1 
and k>O. Therefore, we obtain Exti(X, T)rExtL+l(X,, T)r ... 7 
Ext’+‘d(TA)(Xid(rAj, T) =O. A 
Proof of ni, 1 Ker Ext’(‘?, TA) 5 cog*(T,). Since BTA is a generalized 
tilting module, by Proposition 2.2, we have two dualities cog*(T,) c-f 
Fix(rcr) n ni, I Ker Ext’(?, BT) and Fix(rcr) n nj, 1 fli, r Ker Ext’(?, TA) 
ci cog*(,T). Consider an exact sequence 0 --f X, -+ P -+ X-t 0 with 
XE flip I Ker Ext’(?, TA), PE add(T,). It is easy to see that X, E 
ni, I Ker Ext’(?, TA), PE add(T,). It is easy to see that X, E 
nial Ker Ext’(?, T,). So the sequence 0 --f Hom,(X, T) --f Hom,(P, T) + 
Hom,(X,) --f 0 is exact and we have the following diagram with exact 
rows: 
o-x, P~X-----+O 
BXl 
I 
“P 
P 
nx 
I 
O+((X,, 0, T)-+((f’, T), T)+((X, T), T)+Ext;((X,, T), T)-+O. 
Now, by the fact that id(BT) < co, we have Exti((X,, T), T) = 0 and 
X, E Fix(rcT) as desired. 
COROLLARY 2.16. For a generalized tilting module BTA of finite projec- 
tive dimension, i.e., pd(,T) < co, pd(T,) < co, the following hold: 
C( TA) = n Ker Ext’( TA, ?), D(BT,) = n Ker Ext’(?, DT,). 
i3-l i21 
THEOREM 2.17. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module of finite 
projective dimension. Then, far any A-module X,, there is a 
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,.(T,))-kernel expression of X, and ~i~i~~r~y~ for any -module 
is a (Cf(DTB), D(DT,))-cokernel expression of I’~ 
Proof. We prove only the existence of a (C(Tk), ,(T,))-kernel expres- 
sion of X,, by the same reason as before. 
Put ex = e( T, X). Then, by the assumption pd( T,) < 03, it s e,< a. 
e prove the assertion by induction on e,. 
n case ex = 0, by the previous corollary, X E ay put 
V, = X and W, = 0 for a (C( TA), D,( T,))-kernel ression 0 --P X -+ 
v,-* w,-+o. 
Now assume e,>O and consider the se 
injective. By definition, e,, = e 
ction, there is a (C( T,), D,(T,) 
v x1 -+ wx, -+ 0. There is an epimorphism 
T, E add(TA) and Hom(T, p): Hom,(T, T,) -+ 
rejective cover of Hom,( T, V,,),. Then, we can 
by the following commutative diagram: 
X- 1 - x, - vx - I 
er(VX-+I) 5 KerpEC(TA) and IEC(T~) 
osition 2.6. And since the sequence 0 -+ 
exact and lVxIcDf(TA), we have FVx~D(T,). 
This completes the proof. 
For a generalized tilting module BTA of finite rejective dimension an 
any module X,, by the previous proposition, the is a exact sequence 
o+x+v,~+T,(x)-+T*(x)+ ... -+Te”,,(X)40 
and infinite exact sequence.. -+ T--2(X) 4 T-,(X) 4 TG(X) 4 Yx 4 0 
such that the sequence ... -+(T, T-,(X))-+(T, T-,(X))+lir, T&U)+ 
(T, V,Y) -+ 0 is a projective resolution of OrnA( T, V,),. From those 
sequences, we obtain a complex 
. . -+ T-,(X) -+ T,(X) -+ T,(X) -+ T2(X) -+ ... 
consisting of modules in add( T,). We call such a complex a 
denote by T. (X). Similarly, for any B-module YB, we 
DT.( Y). 
Denoting the kth homology of a complex C . by Hk(C.) 
the following 
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PROPOSITION 2.18. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module and T.(X), 
DT.(Y), TA- and DT,-complexes for A-module X, and B-module Y,. Then 
it holds 
Hk(TO’)) 2 
X for k=O 
o 
for k#O, 
H0T.C 0) 5 
i 
Y for k=O 
o for k# 0, 
(2) ffkWomA(T, T.(X)))1 
i 
Extk,(T,X) for k>O 
o for k<O, 
H,(DT.(Y)O.T)r 
for k>O 
for k<O. 
From the above result, we have immediately 
COROLLARY 2.19 (Y. Miyashita [7, Theorem 1.161). For a generalized 
tilting module of finite projective dimension BTA and any integer k B 0, the 
jiinctors Extk(T, ?) and Tor,(?, T) induce an equivalence between categories 
n Ker Ext’( TA , ?) and n Ker Ext’(DT,, ?) = fi Ker Tor,(?, J). 
ia0 i>O i$O 
ifk i#k i#k 
LEMMA 2.20. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module and the sequence 
0 -+ X, -+ Y, --) Z, -+ 0 be exact. Then the following assertions hold: 
(1) X, ZEC*(T,)* YEC*(T,), 
(2) X, YEC*(T~)JZEC*(T~), 
(3) Y, ZEC*(T~), Hom(T, p) is surjective*XGC(T,), 
(l)* X, ZED*(T,)+ YeD*(T,), 
VI* Y, ZED(T~)+XED*(T~), and 
(3)* X, YED*(T,), Hom(u, T) is surjective*ZED*(T,). 
ProoJ The assertions (l*)-(3)* are the dual of (l)-(3). So it suftices to 
prove (l)-(3). By the proof of Proposition 2.6, the assertions .( 1) and (2) 
are obvious and, in (3), XE C(T,) is proved already. We have to prove 
that Exti( W, X) = 0 for all i 3 1 and W, ED( TA). By the definition, 
there is an exact sequence 0 -+ W+ T* + WI + 0 with T* E add( TA), 
W, E D(T,). So, by considering the long exact sequences induced by W, 
T,, and WI from the sequence 0 + X -+ Y -+ Z -+ 0, we have the following 
commutative diagram with exact rows and columns and isomorphisms 
Exta( W, X) = 0 for all integers i 2 2. 
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By the above diagram, since the morphism (u, 2’). (T,, p) = ( W, p) . (u, Y) 
is surjective and so is the morphism ( W, p), we get Exti( W, X) = 0. 
For a generalized tilting module BTA, we denote by ( TA) the 6hSS of 
all A-modules with (C( TA), D*( TA))-k ernel expressions nd by F(TA) the 
class of all A-modules with (C*(T,), D(T,))-cokernel expressions It is 
obvious tbat F(T,) = D(E(,DT)) and E(T,) = D(F(,DT)). Further, in t 
case where T has finite B- and A-projective dimension, by Theorem 2.17, it 
holds E(T,) = mod-A and F(DT,) = mod-B. 
Similarly to the definition of the classes E(T,) and F(T,), we can dehne 
the classes E’(T,) and F’( TA) to be the class of ah A-modules with 
(C(T,), D*( T,))-cokernel expressions and the class of all A-modules with 
(C* ( T, ), D( TA ))-kernel expressions, respectively. However, we do not 
need such a definition because we have the fsllowing 
PmPQsITIoN 2.21. For a generalized tilting module T B Al it holds 
(TA)=E’(TA) and F(T,)=F’(T,). 
Proof We prove only the first assertion. 
Let 04X-+ V--+p W-+0 be exact and VE 
the definition, there is an exact sequence 
V,EC(T~), T,Eadd(T,). Put W,=Kerp. 
X-+0 and, by th vious lemma, it follows 
the sequence 4v,+w14x40 is a 
T,))-cokernel expression of X,. ersely, assume 0 4 V-+” 
W-+X-+0 is a (C(T,), D*(T,))-cokernel e 
exact sequence 0 --+ W -+’ T, -+ W + 0 with 
being surjective. Again, by the previous le 
Hence, putting VI = Cok v. u, we have a 
sion O-+X4 Y, 4 W, +O. 
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PROPOSITION 2.22. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module and the 
sequence 0 -+ X, -+ Ya -+ Z, -+ 0 be exact. Then 
(1) X ZEE(TA)~TEE(T/J, 
(2) XEE(T,), YED*(T~)*ZEE(T~), 
(l)* X,ZEF(T~)=> YGF(T,), and 
(2)* ZEF(T~), YEC*(T,)=XEF(T~). 
Prooj (l)* and (2)* are proved as the dual of (1) and (2). 
Proof of (1). Let O-+X--+“XVX-+ Wx-+O and O-+Z-+UzVz+ 
W, --f 0 be (C( TA), D*( T,))-kernel expressions. Consider the diagram 
o- x -Y-Z-O 
o ,‘i @ 1 II 
-Y-Z-O. 
By the assumption Exti( W,, V,) = 0 = Exti( W,, VX), the morphism 
Ext:(u,, V,): ExtL(l/,, V,)-+Ext:(Z, V,) is an isomorphism. Thus, 
there is an exact sequence 0 -+ V, -+ V, --f V, + 0 which is mapped to the 
sequence 0 -+ VX + Y-+ Z + 0 by the isomorphism Exti(u,, VX). So we 
have a commutative diagram 
0 . v,---- P ---Z -0 
/I Mu 
O--- V,----- VY--- VZ----- 0. 
Then, combining the above two diagrams, we get 
o------+x-Y-Z-O 
uxlY I? r- o----P v,----+v,- vz -0. 
Since the classes C(T,) and D*( TA) are closed under extensions by 
Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.20, we know that the sequence 0 -+ Y-t 
V, --f V,/Y -+ 0 is a (C( TA), D*( T,))-kernel expression. 
Proof of (2). From a given (C(T,), D*(T,))-kernel expression 
0 + X -+ Vx -+ W, + 0, we have the following diagram with exact rows and 
columns 
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Since the class D*(T,) is closed under extensions, YE 
sequence 19 + V, -+ Y --+ Z + 0 is a (C(T,), D*( T,))-cokernel expression of 
Z,. Hence, by the previous proposition, the module Z, is a member of the 
class E( T, ). 
COROLLARY 2.23. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. Then any 
module ;ka of finite projective dimension belongs to the class E(T,). 
COROLLARV 2.24. Let BTA be a generalized tilting module. If each simple 
A-module has a (C( T,), D *( T,))-kernel expression then 
?%EOREM 2.25. Let BTA be a generalized tilting rnod~~e and 
) =mod-A and F(DT,) =mod-B. Then there is an e~~iv~~e~~e 
--T(A) Sj &-T(B). 
ProoJ: e put V=C(T,), W=D*(T,); V*=C*(DT,), and 
CDT,). is easy to see that those enjoy Hypothesis 1.4. Th 
assertion follows from Theorem 1.5. 
The following result was proved by J. Rickard [S], by using the techni- 
que of derived categories of modules. Independently, the author proved 
and announced the same result during his stay at Carleton University, 
1985-1986. 
COROLLARY 2.26. For a generalized tilting module BTA of $nite projec- 
tive dimension, there always exists a stable equivalence &-T(A) 2 
&-T(B). 
Puooj This follows from the above theorem together with Theorem 2.17, 
For a generalized tilting module BTA with the property that 
( TA) = mod-A and F( TA) = mod-B, the equivalence S,: 
d-T(B) which is constructed in Lemma 1.3 maps any 
C(T,) to the module Hom,(T, X) ED(DT~). We would like to mentia 
that generalized tilting modules arise naturally from stable equivalences 
S: &-T(A) 2 &-T(B) with a suitable property which is s~rni~a~ to the 
property of S, remarked above. 
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We start with the following 
LEMMA 2.27. For all A-modules X, and YA, there are isomorphisms 
Ext$,,(X, Y) 2 Exti(X, Y) 0 Hom,(X@, DA, Y). 
ProoJ: For a T(A)-module NTcA)= (N,, fN: NO A DA +N), if NA is 
decomposed as NA = L, 0 MA and fN is given by &: L 0 ,DA + M, we 
denote this module by NTcA) = (h). Let P +h X--P 0 be the projective cover 
of X, and put K= Ker h. It is easy. to see that the sequence 
is the projective resolution of X as a T(A)-module. Applying the functor 
Hom,(,,(?, Y) to the above sequence, we have 
and we know that the morphism Hom((g y), Y) is isomorphic to 
(Hory. Y’): HomAP, Y) -+ Hom,(K, Y) 0 Hom,(X@ DA, Y). 
Therefore, we have the isomorphism 
Ext i-(A) (X, Y) 5 Cok(Hom;U’ “) 3 Exti(X, Y) 0 Hom,(X@ ADA, Y). 
By this lemma we have 
PROPOSITION 2.28. Assume that there is an equivalence S: &-T(A) Sj 
&-T(B) which is linear over the ground commutative artin ring and 
satisfies S(T,)=B, and S(DA.)= U,. Then B=End(T,), End(,T)=A, 
U, 5 DT,, and ExtL(T, T) = 0 = ExtL(T, T). 
Proof: First we have Hom,(T, T) 4 &,(,,(T, T) 3 Hom,(,,(B, B) 
3 Hom,(B, B) = B, i.e., B = End( TA). End( U,) = A is proved dually. 
Similarly, we have DT 5 HomA(BT, DA), 3 &,a,(BT, DA), Sj 
Hom,(,,(,B, U), 3 Hom,(,B, U), = U,. Combining above results, we 
get End(,T) = A. Now consider the isomorphisms Ext &)( T, r) 5 
Ext:(T, T) 0 Hom,(T@ .DA, T) and Ext&,,(B, B) 5 Extk(B, B) @ 
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om,(BO .DB, B) 5 Hom,(DB, B) 3 Hom,(T@ aDT, 
om,(TO .DT@ $7 T) 3 Hom,( TO .DA, T). Since 
valence S induces the isomorphism Ext’,,,,(T, T) ?$ Ext 
result in [3], we have Exti(T, T)=O. Exti(T, T)=O 
similarly. 
THEQREM 2.29. Under the same assumption of the above ~rop~sit~o%~ we 
suppose, further, the following two assumptions. 
(I) For any injective resolution 0 -+ TA -+ I0 -+ I, -+ I2 -+ ~. and any 
k 30, for the module X= Im(l,- i -+ Ik), it holds that S(X) is a -wBOdUk 
and S(X) Q gT 5 X. 
(2) For any projective resolution . . . -+ P, + P, -+ P, + DT, + 0 and 
any k > 0, for the module Y = Im(P, + P,_ 1 ), it holds that S- ‘( Y) is an 
A-module and IIom,( T, S-“(Y)) Z$ Y. 
Then the bimodule BTA is a generalized tilting module. 
Proof. Put Xk = Im(Tk,_ i + Ik) for k 3 0. From the exact se 
04x~4=KI,-tbXkfl --+ 0, we can construct an exact sequence 
(3 0 - S(X,) - S(I,) 0 Qk = 3(X,+ l) - 0 
in such a way that Qk E add(T(B),,,,) aud S(a) = a’, S(b) = b’ in the stable 
category &-T(B), by the results in the paper of Auslander and Reiten 
[3]. Applying the functor (?@ BT) to the sequence, we have the exact 
sequence 
y our assumption, we have S(X,) Q J= X,, S(Ik) @ 
S(p(, + 1) @ gT = X, + I . Therefore, the sequence 
x k+l 40 is exact and’it follows IX,1 + iX,+,l 2 IrkI 
from tbe exact sequence 0 -+ X, + Ik + X,, I 4 0, it h 
j = lick\ + IX,+,l. Thus we obtain 02 /QkQBT/ and 
k=O. So we get the exact sequence 0 -+ S(Xk) -+ S( 
with S(I,)eadd(DT,). On the other hand we have 
E~f~&WGc), W 3 Ext#‘(&), DT) 0 
Exti(S(Xd, DT 0 Hom,(X,, A), Ext:(,,j 
Hom,(X,@ aDA, DA) 4 Hom,(X,, A), 
Ext&,)(Xk, DA), it follows Ext;(S(X,J, 
cog*(DT,). Then, by the proof of Proposition 5 in the paper [11], we 
know that Ext’(T,, T,) = 0 for all i3 1. 
SimiIarl~, the fact that Ext’(,T, BT) = 0 for all i > 1 will be proved. 
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COROLLARY 2.30. Assume that there is an equivalence S: &-T(A) 4 
&-T(B) which is linear over the ground commutative artin ring, the 
functors Hom(,T,, ?) and (? @ BTA) induce an equivalence mod-A 1 C 4 
D 5 mod-B, the full subcategory C has the modules TA and DA, as its 
members and closed under taking cokernels of monomorphisms, the full 
subcategory D has the modules DT, and B, as its members and closed under 
taking kernels of epimorphisms and, finally, the restriction of the functors S 
and S- 1 are identical with that of Hom(,T,, ?) and (? Q BTA) to the 
subcategories C and D, respectively. Then, the bimodule BTA is a generalized 
tilting module. 
3. EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let A be the artin algebra defined by the following 
quiver and relation over a field k: 
(quiver) 1 s 2 + 3 -+ 4 2 5, 
(relation) (rad A)2 = 0. 
Then, the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A is of the form 
Over the algebra A, we have a generalized tilting module TA = : 0 lZ3 0 
30 345 0 i with infinite projective and injective dimension. For this 
generalized tilting module, the following are true: 
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C(T,)=C*(T,)= n KerExt”(T,, ?), 
i>l 
D(T,)=D”(T,)= n KerExt’(?, T,). 
i31 
The endomorphism ring B = End( TA) is given. by the fo’ollowing 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let B the algebra defined by the f&owing 
relation over the field k: 
uiver) 1~2-+3-+4~5, 
(relation) (arrow)2 = 0 except the path (2 + 3 -+ 4). 
e Auslander-Reiten quiver of B is of the form 
The tilting module DT, is the direct sum 
1 2 4 
20103@5Q4. 
2 4 5 
For Examples 1 and 2, it holds E( T,) = mo Td= 
mod-B = E(DT,) and, therefore, there is an e~~~valc~ce &-T(A) 2 
l.JlOCJ-T(B). 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let C be the algebra defined by the following quiver and 
relation: 
5 
/ 
4 
(quiver) 1 3’4 
a2 \ 
d, 
\ c 
6 
(relation) d3 =O,a'=O, cba, =O,d,cb=O. 
Then, the module 
dz 
3 4 0 
UC=20 13 
2 
0301 3 6 0 
1 2 5 
4 @; 
36 3 
is a tilting module. It is verified that C( U,) = C*( U,) is no longer true but 
E( U,) = mod-C = F( U,) does still hold. 
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